Debaters Engage In Many Matches During Past Week

TEAMS APPEAR IN NEARBY TOWNS

Students Travel 500 Miles

Priming his debaters for the current season, J. W. Carmichael, head of the debate department, has composed the affirmative and negative teams. Though he has taken on the affirmative side of the debate, students appear in Towa.

Thirty students from the normally small debate department have represented Bowling Green in seven Ohio cities and towns within the past week according to a statement yesterday by J. W. Carmichael, head of the department.

Boys Tell "Y" Girls Of Do's And Don'ts

Rules Drawn Up

The "Do's and Don'ts for Girls" was the topic discussed by a group of boys at the Y. W. meeting last Thursday. Arthur Shandy was chairman of the group consisting of Paul Ladd, Jack McMahen, Stuart Wolfe, and Kenneth Witte. Following are some of the rules laid down by the boys:

1. Be on time for dates.
2. Don't break a date with any boy who goes with her.
3. Give a definite answer when asked for a date.
4. Use cosmetics, but use them well.
5. Dress neatly at all times.
6. You, boys, don't insult movie queens.

Will Dedicate Chapel Hour To Dr. Kohl

The chapel hour Wednesday, Nov. 30, will be dedicated to a memorial service for Dr. Kohl.

There will be a short program of music, and two speeches by men who were closely associated with Dr. Kohl.

The service is open to the entire student body and anyone desiring to attend.

Women's GYM CONTRACTORS TO BUILD SWIMMING POOL

The University Board of Trustees, in a special meeting at 3:00 o'clock Monday, November 21, in the trustees room in the administration building, awarded the general contract for the new natatorium to the Hadlock-Krill Construction Co., of Bowling Green, for the sum of $110,486. This is the second contract the Board has let to Hadlock-Krill this year.

H. Holm Group Will Demonstrate Here Wednesday

One week from today, November 30, Hanya Holm, celebrated exponent of the modern dance, will bring her talented group of ten young dance artists to the University.

The dance, as it is taught in the Hanya Holm Studio, places much emphasis on the personality and individual development of each separate student. The demonstration is of educational import, but it is also definitely and beautifully carrying the spirit of the dance in its vigorous liveliness and humor. To people who know nothing about modern dance it will give a broader conception of it as an art form. To others it is an interesting exposition of Miss Holm's theories and philosophy of the dance.

Two new compositions, "Work and Play" and "Dance Service," with a new composition just completed, will be seen on the program next Wednesday night.

Students from Toledo University, University of Notre Dame, Oberlin, and other nearby colleges are planning to attend.
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ONE AT A TIME
By Eleanor Geason

New small bar is Radical
Harold Wilsensky
Juniorn, originally
from New York City. "Don't
mention the Cubs to me.
I hate that ball club!"
You would never think
something like that we make
of a music fan in the first
place. I have a friend who
seems to be a unanimous
feeling in the faculty that this
class is made up of young
men and women with exceptional
ability.

Therefore we would judge the intelligence
level of the freshmen class, but perhaps there is one specific
reason responsible for the rise in the general excellence
of this year's new class. Bowling Green State
University made a special effort to help the new student gain
a good start during Freshmen Week. The program
has been continued weekly in the Orientation courses
to acquaint the freshman with the important emphasis
he should recognize early in his college career. Since
the freshmen have appeared more actively than formerly, we feel that the number of problems,
this adjustment may be mistaken for a superior average grade in scholarship, but more often than
ever the real cause of the improvement is a spelling error.
Adaptation to the student's changing environment, rather than an increase in the abilities
of the students, is responsible for this new average.
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Decision Destiny

The perfect hour I may not find
For all the loveliest things of
Thank you for transient joys

(Continued on page 4, col. 5)

GARY B. BILLY CO-ED ANSWERS

ELBOW ROOM NEEDED

Dear Betty Co-ed

Thanks for the calling down you gave us last week. But, Rob-
ter, you're bit into the wrong person. This one is a plenty hot and maybe a
thing or two. You know, if you
want to see anything like you've
got your chin guards on before
you lead with your chin.

You're giving us fellows the
feeling in the faculty that this class is made up of young
men and few interested in comparative ability.

IT IS IN THE AIR?

On several occasions it has been said that the
freshman this year seems to be a unanimous
thing and even more intelligent than usual this year. We
read in the President's column of the Decision Destiny
May 18th that "Dane Mitchell seems to be a unanimous
thing in the sophomore class. O. N. Middle, Dick
Blosscr, Jerry White
Assistant Business Managers
Alice Spreng, Darwin Mayfield
Staff Photographer
Abe Hoffman
Copy Editors
Louise Ault, Richard Lilly, Rose Marie Weeber
Business Manager
Darle Gutabell

Assistant Business Managers
Dick Blosser, Jerry White

Faculty Advisor
Mrs. Mary Hissee

THE BEE GEE NEWS VALUES

Social rule that many men smoke and talk.
Program of activities to halt the suit case parade
Feelings that the rush of life is ever increasing

The opinions expressed above are necessarily those of the
NEWS.

Talking Turkey

Long ago when the Puritans were marveling at the Indian's
barbarity and vice versa, hunting was a common sport. It is rumored that the
first turkey was shot when a near-sighted Puritan missed
his target and a beautiful young lady in a glittering beauty it Dorothy Wetzcr.

Deepest love

The perfect hour I may not find
For all the loveliest things of
Thank you for transient joys

(Continued on page 4, col. 5)

GRACEful

GRACEful

Dances Too Crowded

Dear Editor

I attended the all campus
dance the Varsity Club spon-
sored last Saturday night. Ben-
ney Bowman's music was swell, and the decorations fitting and
the music страны. At the conclusion of the dance, Mr. Editor, there was no place
to dance. In your feature column,
that you have described the dances as "tussles"—last Sat-
day's affair was more of a"galoot".

I think the maximum steps doesn't
itself into burning someone
with George a catch can't be fast.

So Sister, as my Pop used to
day, don't call your neighbor
down on his fence if you
aren't any better, or don't open
your mouth until you're sure
that you are around that are likely to fall into it.

Billy Co-eds

by "ABE" KEOWN

Wheel Scoop, my lad, a
scoop! A former Five Sister, and
for brains, very many tests and
George Mitchell, Montreal.

You raise cain because we
You're giving us fellows the
feeling in the faculty that this class is made up of young
men and few interested in comparative ability.
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ALL SORTS FROM ALL SPORTS

By BILL FRUITING

Coach Harry Ockerman and Coach Jim Leaman formed together with a host of other modern day football coaches who are old hands atatemnishing the Advantage of keeping the star halfback's mind off that blond Five Scrimmage. Together with a tough forward on basketball fundamentals, the balance sheet with 3 ties, 3 finished on the prestige side of state that our football team Accompanying his lecture shots, deceptive passes and all night. Demonstrating trick coaches and athletes Tuesday lectured to an audience of Dan Clingaman, Mat WPII composed of Bob Barnett, Soskey, Arch Steele, and that serving in the capacity of captain their 1939 letter winner are sure will do a fine job of leading that he did by virtue of his clean living and the fact that he possesses a game-for-the-game-sake spirit shown was of the caliber that the runners by the student body was sorely lacking in weight, but in support of your work fellows, this writer says, "Orchids to you, and we will appreciate it." Although the barrier squad did not feast on the riches of victory, the work, attitude, and spirit that was shown is of the quality that deserves much applause. Unfortunately, the backing on the list that terminated the twenty seniors were chosen, and teams will be chosen, winning awards. The other who won numerous Beckers, Clark, Fuls, Grie-baugh, Hest, D. Johnson, R. Johnson, Lucas, Mohler, Mout- etis, primal, Vercher, Tabet, Walp, Welken, Klingerstein, Leathers, Schendel, and Parkins. I-M Volley Ball-Champs Honored Delhi Frat. Annex Initial Title Last Wednesday afternoon the team representing the Delhi Fraternity was officially crowned champions of the all-campus volleyball tournament. By virtue of a play-off game forfeited over the Slippery Slope with whom they were tied for first place, they moved into undisputed possession of the lead with eight wins and one loss. This victory gives the Delhi Fraternity the first log on the Intramural banner which is presented to the organization garnering the most points in inter-campus competition during the academic year.

Cross Country Awards Made

Five men receive FRESNO NUMBERS

Coach Paul E. Landis announced that varsity sweaters will be awarded to the follow- ing cross country men: Jim Oronfro, "Bugs" Fulton, Luther Parks, and Herb Mielich. For all the runners except Michels it will be a joint award for last spring's work and this fall's cross country running.

At the same time numeral awards will be presented to Gotoha, Hakenzen, Higam, Shelton, and Ben Schulman, for their activity in last spring's track season.

Jim Zechar, of Bellevue, is reputed to be the largest basketball player in college competition. Upon him, who plays in the position, depends much of Bowling Green's success this year. Big Jim is a Delhi and enjoys paddle tennis in his spare time.

SPORTETTES

By JEAN CONKLIN

BASKETBALL

If you have not already signed for basketball you should sign before you leave today or you will not be able to play in the coming games. Many girls have already signed, and there promises to be at least 10 or 11 teams this year. At the meet- ing next Monday night at four o'clock in the Men's gym, cap- tains and teams will be chosen, and a playing schedule will be worked out. Tuesday and Thursday will be basketball nights.

MISST HARTMAN

Miss Hartman is very much interested in seeing Han- dy Holm next Wednesday night, for she worked with her two years ago when she attended the famous Bennington School of Dancing. Miss Holm is one of the leaders at this school along with Mar- tha Graham, Doris Humphry, and Charles Weidman. She dimed her first year of American concert touring with the now famous Bennington Workshop production of 'Three'. Miss Hartman witnessed this production.

FRESH POPCORN

CORNER NEWS STAND

Try "STILLICIOUS" CHOCOLATE MILK

With your vitamin B

Model Dairy

INVISIBLE SOLES GET THEM OUT

CHURCH SHOE SHOP

146 W. WOOSTER

Guaranteed Dry. 80c and 75c

LEITMAN'S CLEANERS

175 N. Main. Ph. 7411
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FALCON SPORTS

MEETS GIFFIN COLLEGE DEC. 4

INTRAMURAL CHATTER

BY JOHN KEGOW

Picture an intramural bas- ketball season that combines all the speed, spills, and thrills of intercollegiate competition and you will have visualized is for store in those men who have relinquished their inten- tion of participating in this huge all-campus event. Immediately after Thanksgiving vacation a second entry of twenty-one teams will begin play in the two bracket tournament which will continue until about March 1939.

Athletes, some of varsity caliber, and scholars, several members of the Phi Mu Theta, are equally represented, as is every other department of the university. The official list of entries has been posted and some of the more ambitious organiz- ations are mentioned. The Delhi Fraternity leads the group with three entries re- presenting that organization. Teams and managers forever under- stand that the Delhi Fraternity wants the title of "Frosh Champions" this year. Nothing but the top rank can be accepted. The Phi Mu Theta Fraternity was officially crowned "Frosh Champions" of the all-campus conference last Monday night. The Twenty Frosh who were honored for last spring's work and this fall's success are: Jim Zechman, of Bellevue, Bob Barnett, Schendcl, and Parks. For all the runners except Got- oha, Hakenzen, Higam, Shelton, and Ben Schulman, for their activity in last spring's track season.

Although the barrier squad did not feast on the riches of victory, the work, attitude, and spirit that was shown is of the caliber that deserves much applause. Unfortunately, the backing on the student body was sorely lacking in weight, but in support of your work fellows, this writer says, "Orchids to you, and we will appreciate it." Although eight seniors will be missing next year, Coach Ocker- man will have twelve letter- men to build his squad around and of that five football players who lacked the necessary quar- ters required to win their award.

BASKETBALL CLINIC HELD

Varsity Demonstrate

Showing that they know a lot about the game that "Chuck" Taylor had just demonstrated, a clinic of high school coaches and players shortly before the Bowley Rats, "Abe" Keown 8 Bros. House, Dale Herbert Fraternity was officially crowned champions of the all-campus volleyball tournament. By virtue of a play-off game forfeited over the Slippery Slope with whom they were tied for first place, they moved into undisputed possession of the lead with eight wins and one loss. This victory gives the Delhi Fraternity the first log on the Intramural banner which is presented to the organization garnering the most points in inter-campus competition during the academic year.
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Post Thanksgiving Social Season Filled With Social Highlights

Silver Tea To Be December 4

The post-Thanksgiving season is filled with many events of social interest. The formal season will be opened on Wednesday evening by the annual Inter-Sorority dance which is attended by all sorority members and the new pledges. On the following day, the annual Y. W. C. A. Silver Tea at the University's home will be held, and on Monday, the Book and Motor Society will provide their annual dinner and installation, which is usually at the Woman's Club.

The next week Christmas festivities are to begin with the Seven Sisters Christmas tea on Dec. 11. This annual affair is the occasion of the annual Inter-Sorority dance which is attended by all sorority members and the new pledges. On the following day, the annual Y. W. C. A. Silver Tea at the University's home will be held, and on Monday, the Book and Motor Society will provide their annual dinner and installation, which is usually at the Woman's Club.

The Kay Ann Dial 6661

EXPERT BEAUTY WORK

Dr. Williams Gives Homecoming Report

Interested in the activities of the Thanksgiving holiday? 675 alphabet of alumni visited the campus during the recent Thanksgiving celebration, Dr. Williams, Director of Alumni Relations, reported.

Keeping up-to-date records of the graduates by means of questionnaires and compiling the information in a unique filing system, the alumni bureau has current data on all Bowling Green graduates and can keep close contact between them and the University.

SWING VS. NON-SWING

A vigorous discussion of swing versus non-swing constituted the Emerson program last Monday evening. Harry Mason and Martin Sotnik championed swing music while Elmer Madsack and Elmer Weitz spoke in favor of the milder forms of music.

T.W. DELEGATION

Agnes Dinmore, Margaret Lothrop, Mitzi Hart, Hargrenheimer, Norma Sheer, Betty Brabecighthouse, and Miss Warner represented the local T. W. at the World Fellowship tour in Cleveland last weekend.

It Can't Happen Here

In order to create the three scenes necessary for "It Can't Happen Here", the large room under the administration was being equipped with benches, tools, and stage-craft materials. The scenes are now being designed by the dramatic art painters and will be built by the students in the newly equipped art department. New equipment has been purchased for the production of the Max Factor studio. This make-up material is similar to that used on the legitimate stage.

All lighting facilities of the dramatic art painters and the new equipment of the stage and auditorium are being organized. Much of the lighting equipment which is being repaired will be used with the new in gaining the best effects possible.

Train During Vacation

Get into close contact with your mother's Thanksgiving giving. Then, come back to NKU and treat yourself to a big, delicious dinner every day at the friendly genial.

B. G. DINOR

Six tastes are spectacular in all of you. You can all eat at no extra cost

from me to you by peggy slide

Even with the prospect of the Thanksgiving giving, we all have to turn our guns back to the swing-out-ging-what has been the frequent lately.

On your face true of you who

Mind your manners:

While eating my Thanksgiving Turkey, I gagged.

Muffled in gravy, I heard:

"When they speak of the Thanksgiving "goblins," do they mean the guests or the bird?"

Talking Turkey

(Continued from page 4, col. 4)

earlier than anyone else and find a bird that didn't die of cold.

Then comes the task of cooking it; the best way to manage that is to hire up your great mother and let her do it. If you don't have a grandmother handy the wisest plan is to go to a restaurant. Of course, even then the turkey may not be cooked correctly, but you can always have a hamburger.

Dances Too Crowded

(Continued from page 2, col. 3)

the couple others seemed to be having a good time.

When I went to the check room to get our wedding place, it was about as bad as being in a Christmas rush. After I did the checks, I was very cold so I sat down and was held out of sight behind the check table, and when she lost herself in the crowd, I could just entreat the solid mass of humanity that confronted me.

Rehearsals will not be held in the Rehearsal Hall, a fine room, but it is no place to hold an all-campus dance. There is no better place to hold closed dances than the Rehearsal Hall, but for an all-campus-no go.

"Why wasn't the dance scheduled for the all-campus gym? That's certainly the logical place to hold such dances. It affords plenty of dancing space; the checking facilities there are better. Do you think we should make the same mistake of holding an all-campus in the Rehearsal Hall?"

Oh, my, HON ou YA go to see HOLM with me soon.

CHILLY Whitehouse

Your-FRIENDS over a bowl of that delicious home-made

KESSEL'S College Corduroy and more and more taking advantage of the big novelties offered by shopping of KESSEL's. KESSEL's specializes in adorable, style, and quality — just what you want for college wear. When you shop at KESSEL's you assure yourself of the best for the least.